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width of the area mapping to the boundary plasma regions (BPR)in-the magnetosphere increasea
greatly. At the time of the maximum c-otraction the BPR extended up to a latitude of at least
87.10. The NBZ currents expanded wi. and were entirely located within the BPR precipitation.
Polar cap arcs were observed in both regions of BPR precipitation and polar cap precipitation
and were not correlated with the location of the large-scale field-aligned currents. There was no
indication of the CPS intruding to high latitudes, and thus no evidence for bifurcation of tile
magnetotail. The boundary between the CPS and the BPR showed little change. If this implies
that the boundary between open and closed field lines contracted slowly or not at all, then a signif-
icant portion of the observed BPR precipitation was observed along open field lines. We interpret
the pattern of particle precipitation and.field.aligned current and the implied plasma convection
in terms of a distorted, two-cell convectkn pattern driven by merging of closed field lines with
the IMF as proposed by Crooker [1988] .'hen the IMF turned southward again, the pattern
quickly reversed. The BPR contracted; the CPS precipitation regions expanded; the equatorward
boundary of the auroral oval moved to lower latitudes; the NBZ currents disappeared in ts than
30 min; and the region I / region 2 currents reappeared. Again, the BPR/CPS boundary did not
move as rapidly and thus may indicate that the changes are due more to a reconfiguration within
the magnetosphere than a change in the portion of the magnetosphere that is open or closied.
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Northward IMF and Patterns of High-Latitude Precipitation and
Field-Aligned Currents: The February 1986 Storm

F. J. RICH, D. A. HARDY, R. H. REDUS, AND NI. S. GUSSENHOVEN

Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom Air Force Base, Bedford, Massachusetts

On February 7, 1986, during a major geomagnetic storm the B, component of the interplan-
etary magnetic field (IMF) turned strongly northward for several hours. Data from the Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program F6 and F7 satellites and the HILAT satellite were used to study
the evolution of the pattern of high-latitade precipitation and field-aligned currents in response
to this change. Prior to the northward IMF period, the auroral zone was observed down to mid-
latitudes and was very wide in latitude, and strong, large-scale "region 1 / region 2" currents
were clearly present (AB -1700 nanoteslas). Following the northward turning, the equatorward
boundary of the auroral zone on the nightside contracted sharply poleward and polar cap arcs
were observed. The strength of the region 1 / region 2 currents decreased markedly and became
immeasurably small at the time of the maximum contraction of the auroral oval. An NBZ current
system was observed to grow and expand in the southern (summer) high latitude region over a
period of more than 2 hours. Simultaneously, an irregular pattern of field-aligned currents was
observed in the northern (winter) hemisphere. During the contraction, the latitudinal width of
the auroral region mapping to the central plasma sheet (CPS) decreased dramatically while the
width of the area mapping to the boundary plasma regions (BPR) in the magnetosphere increased
greatly. At the time of the maximum contraction the BPR extended up to a latitude of at least
87.1 ° . The NBZ currents expanded with and were cntirely located within the BPR precipitation.
Polar cap arcs were observed in both regions of BPR precipitation and polar cap precipitation
and were not correlated with the location of the large-scale field-aligned currents. There was no
indication of the CPS intruding to high latitudes, and thus no evidence for bifurcation of the
magnetotail. The boundary between the CPS and the BPR showed little change. If this implies
that the boundary between open and closed field lines contracted slowly or not at all, then a signif-
icant portion of the observed BPR precipitation was observed along open field lines. We interpret
the pattern of particle precipitation and field-aligned current and the implied plasma convection
in terms of a distorted, two-cell convection pattern driven by merging of closed field lines with
the IMF as proposed by Crooker [1988[. When the IMF turned southward again, the pattern
quickly reversed. The BPR contracted; the CPS precipitation regions expanded; the equatorward
boundary of the auroral oval moved to lower latitudes: the NBZ currents disappeared in less than
30 min; and the region 1 / region 2 currents reappeared. Again, the BPR/CPS boundary did not
move as rapidly and thus may indicate that the changes are due more to a reconfiguration within
the magnetosphere than a change in the portion of the magnetosphere that is open or closed.

1. INTRODUCTION When the IMF B, component is positive (northward), the

Depending on the sign of the z component of the inter- intensity of precipitation within the auroral zone is gener-

planetary magnetic field (IMF) in solar-magnetospheric co- ally lower, and the level of substorm activity is decreased.

ordinates, different dynamical states are established within At the same time, there is enhanced precipitation in the po-

the auroral zone and polar cap and in their associated re- lar cap in the form of "polar showers" or "polar squalls"

gions in the magnetosphere. When the IMF B, component [Winningham and Heikkila, 1974; Hardy, 1984] associated

is negative (southward), moderate to intense levels of par- with both visual and subvisual Sun-aligned arcs Whalen et
ticle precipitation occur within the auroral zone associated al., 1971; Meng, 1976; Ismail et al., 1977; Meng, 1981; Burke

with an increased level of substorm activity. Simultaneously et al., 1982; Gussenhoven, 1982: Hardy et al., 1982; Prank

at latitudes above the auroral zone the smooth and slowly et al., 1982; Peterson and Shelley, 1984; Frank et al., 1986].

varying precipitation of polar rain is observed across the In the uniiluminated polar cap the electric field is highly

polar cap [Heikkila, 1972; Winningham and Heikkila, i974; variable and structured with many small-scale reversals in

Winningham et al.. 1975; Gusscrzhoven et al., 1984]. Well- orientation while in the sunlit polar cap the electric field is

defined "region I / region 2" field-aligned currents flow into more smoothly varying with an extended region of sunward

*D and out of the auroral zone, but no large-scale field-aligned convection [Burke et al., 19791. Large-scale currents in the 8
currents occur in the polar cap [Iijima and Potemra. 19761. polar cap, known as the NBZ system, are observed toward E)
The electric field can exhibit large spatial gradients in mag- the dayside of the cap, and more small-scale currents to-

nitude across the polar cap but generally is oriented dawn ward the nightside of the cap [lijima et al., 1984; Iijima and

to dusk such that there is convection antisunward in this Shibaji, 1987].
region with sunward convection within most of the auroral Recently, an additional state has been suggested [Rich
zone [Reiff and Burch, 1985 and references therein; Heppner and Gussenhoven, 1987; Hoffman et al., 1988; Gussenhoven,
and Maynard, 1987]. 1988] occurring when the IMF B, component is small to

slightly positive (-1 nT to +2 nT) and the total magnetic Ies

field magnitude and solar wind speed are low. For this state
This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1990 the auroral zone region 1 / region 2 currents are much di-or

by the American Geophysical Union. minished in intensity or immeasurably small. The field-

Paper number 89JA02964. aligned currents associated with the cusp continue almost
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unchanged and the level of particle precipitation. especially 200o
that (due to field-aligned accelerations in hothI the auroral

z, , and polar cap, is low.

1or northward IMF, previous investigations have tended soto concentrate on one aspect of these processes, e.g. the
magnetic field, electric field or particle variations, or on the
characteristics once the B_ northward state is achieved. In

this paper. by contrast, we look at the simultaneous changes
in the pattern of particle precipitation and field-aligned cur-
rents for a short period during the large geomagnetic storm_
of February 6-9 1986. when there was a marked transition --.,~ -.-

between these states produced by a northward turning of the "oo - 0800
IMF. By combining data from two Defense Meteorological .-.--. -

Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites and the HILAT satel-
lite a picture is obtained of the global reconfiguration of the

plasma regions in the aturoral zone and polar cap and the re- A-s.P F4 06Ur9 -N.P. Fe 01OVT

lationship of that reconfigitration to the changes in the large C :-S.P.F6 024,

scale system of field-aligned currents. We are able to follow '-SP. F6 04f

the transition with the IMF changes because the transition F -M.P. FS 051 U

occurred over a period long compared to the DMSP and - • '-s.P. F, 004SUT

ItILAT orbital periods. C. Ft 0229 UTD/ [ '- S.P. F7 0= OUT

The magnitudes of the solar wind and IMF parameters ' E. .P F? 0410UT

were very large during the period we report on. As a Wso F'-S.P. F7 0601 UT

result, tht- convection, field-aligned currents and particle A'-N.P. HILAT 0225

precipitation driven by the interaction of the solar wind- '-NP. ILAT 040

magnetosphere-ionosphere were unusually large. We as- Fig. 1. Track of the DMSP F6. DMSP F7 and HILAT satellites
sume. nonetheless, that the nature of the interaction is not in geomagnetic coordinates through the northern and southern
different than in normal times and that the increased magni- high latitude regions during the period of study on February 8,

tilde contributes only to easier recognition of many defining 1986.

features. In particular, we follow the boundary plasma dy-
namics to show how the boundary plasma region expands to The SSJ/4 detectors on the DMSP satellites provided the
very high latitude together with the appearance of the NBZ particle data. Each of these curved-plate particle spectrom-
cuirrents, eters returns a 20-point spectrum for both electrons and ions

Following the introduction, we describe the instrumenta- over the energy range from 30 eV to 30 keV once per second.
tion used and the satellite orbits in section 2. Section 3 The detectors measure the flux in a single direction and are
contains an overview of the geomagnetic storm of February oriented on the three-axis-stabilized satellite with their look
6-9. 1986, the change in the field-aligned currents during the directions toward the local zenith. (For more information
oval contraction and subsequent expansion, and the behav- see Hardy et al.. [1984a].)
ior of the precipitating electrons and ions during this period. For the HILAT satellite the particle data are from the J
Section 4 is the discussion, and section 5 the conclusions, sensor. This instrument consists of an array of six analyzers

configured to provide a 16-point electron spectrum over the
2. INSTRUMENTATION AND SATELLITE ORBIT energy range from 20 eV to 20 keV in three directions. This

Data from instruments on the Defense Meteorological satellite is also three-axis stabilized, and the instrument is

Satellite Program F6 and F7 satellites and the U. S. Air mounted with look directions approximately toward the lo-
cal zent,4'fo thloazeihadtwrthlclForce/Defense Nuclear Agency HILAT satellite were used nith, 400 from the local zenith and toward the local

in this study. The DMSP data are available continuous- nadir. During the period studied in this paper, the J sensor

ly in the interval of interest. The HILAT satellite has no was operating in a mode where only the spectrum from the

on-board recorder, so that data are available only in the zenith was being measured 12 times per second. (For more

northern hemisphere within sight of the ground recording information see Hardy et al., [1984b].).

stations. The tracks of the satellites in geomagnetic lati- Magnetic field data are available from magnetometers on

tide and magnetic local time during the time of interest are the DISP and HILAT satellites. Both satellites carried

shown in Figure 1. The DMSP F6 and F7 satellites were triaxial flux-gate magnetometers that return 20 vector mea-

both in circular. 840-kin altitude, polar, sun-synchronous surements of the field each second. For this study only the

orbits in the dawn-dusk and in the 1030 - 2230 hours Io- DMSP magnetic field data were used. For more informa-

cal time meridians, respectively. The HILAT satellite was tion, see Rich [1984]. The DMSP magnetometer data are

in a nearly circular (790--860 km altitude) polar orbit at an given in spacecraft coordinates where x is downward in a

inclination of 83.2'. The HILAT orbital plane precesses in local vertical system, y is parallel to the spacecraft veloc-

local time such that on February 8, 1986, the orbit was ap- itv vector (approximately in the north/south direction) and

proximately coplanar with that for the DMSP F6 satellite Hl z is perpendicular to the orbit plane in the sunward direc-

the dawn-dusk meridian. During the period of interest the tion (approximately in the east/west direction). The mag-

two DMSP satellites' orbits were out of phase by approxi- netonieter data ar( used then to infer field-aligned currents,

matcly n half of the orbital period such that they passed .x . = V. x ,
over opposite high-latitude regions within 10 min of each
other. The F7 and HlILAT orbits were approximately in If the infinite current sheet approximation is used, then
phase such that they passed over the northern high-latitude I 0AXB
region within a few minutes of each other. For the po'iod .11 -

stidied in this paper we examined in detail three full orbits l,, 011

of data from each of the I)MSP satellites and two north pole
passes from the IIILAT satellite. If we assume that the field-aligned currents are largely due
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to gradients in the ionospheric Pedersen currents, or wats dIriveni li a signiicantt and( stistaini(( inci(- lIn ti ,- cii-
crgy impacting the inagitetospliere from the( iicit-tjai;'t'

J1 1; Jtediumn.
St art ing i ddaY oni February 6. K1, b egant to inertIi-

then the electric hield and the magnetic deflection vectors reaching a peak value of 9 late on February ' . The Kj
are related hy increase was acconipanied bv a general advanie oif titlie au-

A~z/p,, = p E, Y ror equatorward boundary t o lower lat itutdes. U sing t Ir
DNISP data fronm two satellites and wit It four auiroral cr.ss-

A y/,= V-P Ez iugs per orb~it. wve can continual'y follow this advance wit Ii

£ If the ionospheric conductivity is uniform, then a map of AB a, resolution of 25 ruin (or less. This is best (lone bY cal-

ve( tors is proportional to a map of plasma drift vectors. culating the midnight homndar 'v index or thli equatorward

The images of the aurora front the DNISP satellites are edge of .the electron precipitat ion along t he mtiiil.ght miIid-

provided hv the white light port ion of the operational line ian estimated by' the inethod gienr bY (his.se nho-cur ('I1a.
scanner (OLS) with the aid of a photormultiplier tube. Tile 19:1a ad ia.[93 ncluaigtenilih
images are built by scanning 7 timies per seconld lierpendic-hordrilextenivua ordaesreerpltd

ular o vecor. . to midnight eliminating the local tinme variatiott iii the lat-uatothe velocity'vvetr At nadir. the pixel resolution itd ftebudr. Tmidnluightt hotundary index for

im aging systet ni1 wIr descibe by Details [fthwitlgh this period is plottediii Figure 31. In general. it 'is art excel-
imagng ystm wre escibe b. Eaher[1991.lenlt ind~icator of the level of aturoral act ivitv. For this storm

3. OBSERVATIONS period the mlidnight hotmdary' index reached a minimumn

3.1.Oi~m~iev o Obs",aionsandvalue of -. 38' magnetic latitude (NILAT) late on February
3.1 eldAinerren ObeVaatinsan 8. Oite tnote,, that within the general equatorward motion

Fied-linedCuret hrit~nsof the oval boundary on Fehrtiary' 7 atid 8. there was a sig-
A large geomagnetic storm occurred between February 6. nificant recovery of the tnidnight ilotlidar ' index to higher

1986 and February 10. 1986 [Allen. 19861. The K,, and D81 latitudes dturinig a short period late on February 7 and early
indices, which chart the coturse of the storm within the miag- on February 8.
metosphere. along with tile solar wind cotnditions are shown The change in atiroral activitY during this contraction can
in Figure 2. The interplanetary data are incomplete due to be seent in the F6 whtite light imagery shown iii Figure 4. Be-
low ditty cycle of the IMP 8 satellite. Despite the interplane- fore and after the recovery very h vright anrl very* wide features
tary data being inconmplete. these data showt that this storm occurred in the aumroral zone. anrl thle polar cap was dark. By

February 1986
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MI DNI GHT BOUNDARY INDEX to at least l700 UT on February 7 and again after 0500 UT
7 5 I j t on February 8, 1986. No IMP 8 data exist for the interval

from 1700 to 0500 UT. However, between 0200 and 0600 UT
on February 8, 1986, the AMPTE IRM spacecraft measured

F- KP 7 - the magnetic field when the spacecraft was in the dawnside
magnetosheath. The sign of the B. and B. cc-nponents in
the magnetosheath as measured by AMPTE IRM should be

ILi ACTIVE comparable to the B. and B, components in the un-shockedLJ65 POLAR solar wind, although the magnitude should be larger. These
data show that from 0200 to 0406 UT, the By and B. com-

I- ponents in the magnetosheath were between +5 and +20HnT and between +30 and +40 nT, respectively, except for
a 4 min excursion to '- +30 and - 0 nT, respectively, at

< 0243 UT. At 0406 UT, By and B, abruptly turned negative,
varying between -15 and -30 nT and between 0 and -15 nT,
respectively, between 0406 and 0500 UT. Subsequently B.

- 55 in the sheath decreased steadily to -30 nT by 0600 UT (H.
I-Lihr, privite communication, 1988). matching closely the
W trend in the IMP data.
Z An overview of the changes in the low-altitude, field-

aligned current configuration and strength before, during
and after the period of boundary contraction is shown in

0 Figure 5. In the figure the AB,. component in spacecraft
IL. 4 5  coordinates from the F7 magnetometer '(which is approxi-
0D mately equivalent to A&..... ) is plotted for the passes

covering this period. Considering the northern auroral zone
first, we note that at the start of the interval, large-scale
region 1 / region 2 currents occurred with maximum mag-

I ATnetic deflections of - 1700 nT. This is four times larger than
ACTIVE the maximum deflection observed during a typical (Kp - 5)

OVAL OVAL disturbed period. Over the next two northern hemisphere
35 passes, the magnitude of the deflections decreased sharply

7 8 9 such that by the 0215-0240 UT northern pass where the
IMF was clearly northward, no measurable region 1 / region

F E B I 9 8 6 2 currents were present. Instead the deflections are domi-
Fig. 3. The auroral boundary index-the equatorward auro- nated by small-scale (L < 300 km or 3' MLAT) field-aligned
ral boundary scaled to the midnight meridian-derived from currents distributed sporadically across the high-latitude re-
the DMSP particle data during the February 1986 geomagnetic gion.
storm. The bar above the data early on February 1986 indicates
the period of study when the IMF was probably northward. As we will show later, weak, longer scale length current

reg*,ns are still present after the smaller-scale currents are
disregarded or filtered out. These relatively weak, longer-
scale current regions, however, do not display the signature

contrast, during the recovery, the auroral zone features dis- of the NBZ current system and at best display very weak
appeared, and polar cap arcs are seen in the imagery, albeit region 1 / region 2 currents. This behavior is maintained
dimmer than the auroral arcs before and after this period, for the next north pole pass. By the 0538-0603 pass, after
This quieting of auroral activity is not seen in the K. or Dt the southward turning of the IMF, the region 1 / 2 currents
indices. This is probably due to the KP index's 3-hour gran- are again present.
ularity, and the Dst index's sensitivity to the riAig current For the spacecraft magnetometer data over the north pole,
which does not recover as quickly as the auroral oval. If the the sign of the magnetic deflections due to the region 1 /
AE index of auroral activity were available, it should mirror region 2 currents in the nightside aurora! oval reversed be-
the recovery seen in the midnight boundary index. tween -2100 UT and - 0500 UT. This arises from the shift-

We concentrate in this paper on the period of contraction ing of the satellite track in magnetic coordinates such that
and re-expansion of the auroral oval on February 8, 1986. In the orbit intersected the auroral zone westward of the Ha-
another paper [Gussenhoven and Mullen, 1989], we have ex- rang discontinuity prior to -- 0000 UT on February 8 and
amined the period between the SSC event and the beginning eastward of the discontinuity by 0500 UT.
of major auroral activity on 7 February 1986, as indicated In the southern high-latitude region, the strength of the
by the Kp and Dt indices. Like the period we study in nightside region 1 / region 2 currents underwent a simi-
this paper, the IMF was northward in this period, and po- lar decrease. In this case the currents were initially weaker
lar cap arcs were observed. At the same time, however, a since the orbit intersects the auroral zone at earlier evening
solar proton event was in progress, making it possible to hours. The NBZ current signature was first apparent in
compare relativistic electron entry with polar cap arc occur- the 0127-0152 UT pass but confined only to a portion of
rence. The solar proton event had ended by the time the the high-latitude region. By the next southern hemisphere
event discussed here commenced. pass (0308-0332 UT) a very prominent NBZ current sys-

The contraction of the auroral oval late on February 7 and tem extended across the entire high-latitude region. At ap-
early on the February 8, 1986, appears to be in response to proximately the same time, the region 1 / region 2 cur-
the northward turning of the IMF some time between 1700 rents in the northern hemisphere were immeasurably small.
UT on February 7 and 0200 UT on February 8, 1986. IMP The positive (sunward) deviation in the NBZ system was as
8, IMF data show that IMF B, was strongly southward up great as - 900 nT, and the negative (antisunward) devia-
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DMSP 7- 8 FEBRUARY 1986
FEBRUARY 7
2037- 2056 UT
(74220 - 75360 UT)

FEBRUARY 8
0321 - 0339 UT
(12060 - 13140 UT)

FEBRUARY 8
0821- 0842 UT
(30060 - 31320 UT)

Fig. 4. White light images of auroral emissions across the northern high-latitude regions from DMSP F6 imme-
diately before, during and after the period of polar cap activity and auroral zone quiescence with the storm.

tions were -,600 nT. This is approximately 5 times larger In the first part we explore the temporal variation of the
than the typical NBZ system and approximately equal to various regions of high-latitude particle precipitation. In the
the largest magnitude for the NBZ magnetic signature re- second part we examine the relationship of these regions to
ported by Iijima and Shibaji [1987]. By the following south- the field-aligned currents. In the third part we characterize
ern hemisphere pass (0448-0512 UT), approximately 30 min the electron and ion spectra within each of the large scale
after the southward turning of the IMF observed by AMPTE current sheets of the NBZ current system.
IRM, the NBZ currents disappeared, and the region 1 / re- General particle morphology: Four high-latitude DMSP
gion 2 currents began to reappear. passes in the time interval from 0230 to 0340 UT for which

For the southern passes, the sign of the deviation for the the north pole images show the presence of polar cap arcs
region 1 / region 2 currents on both the dayside and the are used to illustrate the evolution of the electron and ion
nightside reversed between the beginning and the end of the precipitation pattern during the period of northward IMF.
interval. Like the northern passes, this resulted from the mo- Figures 6 and 7 show data from the F6 satellite and Figures
tion of the DMSP orbit track in the MLT-CGL (corrected 8 and 9 show data from the F7 satellite. The four passes rep-
geomagnetic latitude) coordinate system. At the beginning resent the high-latitude data for one complete orbit for each
of the interval, the region 1 / region 2 currents were encoun- satellite and encompass the period of the maximum contrac-
tered postnoon and pre-midnight; by the end of the interval, tion of the electron equatorward boundary, the maximum
the intersection was prenoon and postmidnight. extent of the boundary plasma region and the maximum

NBZ current. Data from the DMSP F6 and F7 satellites
3.2. Particle Morphology and Variations (in Figures 6 and 8 and in Figures 7 and 9) were obtained

The examination of the particle precipitation patterns and nearly simultaneously in opposite poles.
their relationship to the field-aligned current regions during In each figure, the particle data are plotted in six pan-
the contraction of the auroral oval is divided into three parts. els: three each for electrons and ions. In each set of three
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Fig. 5. Cross-track component of the magnetic deflection vectors (AB,) observed by the DMSP F7 satellite as it
passed over the northern and southern high-latitude regions before, during and after the period of northward IMF
during the geomagnetic storm. The positive z axis is directed to -1600 hours local time. Positive ABz tends to
indicate sunward convection in the southern hemisphere and antisunward convection in the northern hemisphere.
The magnetograms are plotted as a function of magnetic latitude; since the satellite does not cross the magnetic
pole in these passes, there is a break in the plotting at high latitudes.

panels the average energy: integral energy flux and integral For the polar cap region (PC) we note that during peri-
number flux are plotted from top to bottom in units of keV, ods of polar cap arc activity the boundaries and extent of
keV/cm2 s sr and particles/cm s sr. respectively. The bot- this region can be ambiguous due to the slow variation in
tom of each figure is annotated with the universal time, and the level of particle precipitation between the BPR and PC
the geomagnetic latitude and local time of the satellite both and the similarity in spectral characteristics for the particles
mapped down the field lines to an altitude of 110 km. The in the two regions. In fact, it may be the case that all the
three plasma parameters provide a survey of the variation precipitating particles in the tail lobe originate in the mag-
in the electron and ion precipitation over each pass. They netospheric boundaries. Our definition of the polar cap will
do not, however, fully characterize the plasma. The average be "the high-latitude region where the lowest baseline levels
energy in particular does not necessarily reflect the parti- of electron precipitation are observed." This definition im-
cle temperature but rather is affected also by bulk flows in plies nothing about whether the field lines in this region are
the plasma and field-aligned accelerations. Figures 8 and 9 open or closed.
for F7 have two additional panels which give the horizontal We use the pass in Figure 6 to illustrate the character-
components of the magnetic deflection vectors in spacecraft istics of the various plasma regions and the criteria used
coordinates. to select the boundaries of these regions. The equatorward

In the low-altitude precipitating particle data, three dis- boundary of the CPS is taken as the equatorward boundary
tinct regions of plasma precipitation are commonly observed of auroral ion or electron precipitation determined using the
at high latitude: (1) The region of relatively hot plasma pop- criteria of Gussenhoven et al. [1983, 1987]. For this pass the
ulated by particles originating in the central plasma sheet electron (ion) boundaries are chosen at -63.0' (60.6') and
(CPS) [ Winningham et al. 1975]. (2) The region of cooler. -53.4' (-61.1') on the eveningside and morningside, respec-
magnetosheath like plasma mapping to the various magneto- tively. The CPS itself is identified as the region of approxi-
spheric boundary plasma regions (BPR) [ Vasyliunas, 1979]. mately thermal, multikilovolt electron and ion precipitation
(3) The region of polar cap (PC) precipitation mapping to whose characteristics vary slowly and smoothly with lati-
the lobes of the geomagnetic tail [ Winningham and Heikkila, tude. Common characteristics of the CPS that were found
1974]. In this study we have identified these regions based in this pass are a dawn-dusk offset between the electron
upon sharp and significant differences in the ion and elec- and ion CPS equatorward boundaries and a higher (lower)
tron characteristics between the regions. In Fig. 6 to 9, peak average energy for ions (electrons) on the eveningside
the various regions are labeled, and the boundaries between as compared to the morningside of the oval.
the regions are denoted by vertical lines. We do not use The boundary between the CPS and the BPR is chosen
the term "boundary plasma sheet" because this term was where the average energy of the electrons drops abruptly
coined Winnngham et al., 19751 to denote the plasma re- from values of one to several keV to values of approximately
gion above and below the plasma sheet in the magnetotail. 100 eV. This selection criterion is similar to that used by
Here BPR is used to indicate the region at low altitude that Makita and Meng [19841 and Holzer et al. [1986]. The
maps not only to the bondary plasma sheet but also to the boundaries chosen in this manner are coincident with a lev-
low-latitude boundary layer, the mantle and the cusp/cleft eling off of the ion average energy at values of a few keV.
Va.'liunas. 19791. For the pass in Figure 6 the evening (morning) CPS/BPR
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dividing the energy flux by the particle flux obtained from 24 , T I I , I

1 s of data and displayed in Figures 6 through 9, is a result CPS WIDTH

of low count rate statistics, and is not representative of the 20 MORNING X F6
true characteristics of the particle population. N F7

m HILAT
In the manner discussed above, boundaries were selected s 1X

for all passes in the interval 0050 to 0550 UT on February X

8, 1986. The general behavior for the boundaries as de-
termined from these passes is as follows. The equatorward 12X&
boundaries contracted by more than 10' over several hours X 5

and then sharply expanded (see Figure 3). The BPR/PC e X
boundary also advanced dramatically poleward and then
receded. For the same period the CPS/BPR boundary re- 4
mained relatively stationary. As a result in the period of
polar cap activity the latitudinal width of the CPS shrank
significantly as the BPR width expanded to engulf most, if 0

not all, of the polar region. This is similar to the results of 24 EVENING
Makita and Meng [19841.

These changes are clearly illustrated in Figures 6 through 20
9. For the two F6 satellite passes, the morningside (evening-
side) electron boundaries contracted from -53.4' (-63.0') to 16
58.1' (67.5') within the 50 min between the two passes. For
the F7 satellite passes, the contraction on the morningside P

(eveningside) of the oval was from 56.2' (57.00) to -64.0" (- JI2 S

58.70). Although the contraction was seen at all local times, < X

the smallest CPS width occurred for the F7 pass closest to 8 Xa
local midnight and at the end of the northward IMF period. x

For these two orbits the latitude of the CPS/BPR bound- 4 o

ary was relatively constant and showed no consistent pat-
tern of equatorward or poleward motion. On the evening- 0
side (morningside) of the oval, this boundary, for the F6 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 18000 2100
passes, moved from - 6 9 .2 o ( -70.9o) to 69.60 (72.30). For Fig. 10. Width of the central plasma sheet (CPS) region tra-
the F7 passes, the motion on the eveningside (morningside) versed by the DMSP F6, DMSP F7 and HILAT satellites in the
was from 71.50 (65.00) to -75.40 (-64.10). The electron and morning and evening sectors.
ion characteristics within the BPR were approximately in-
dependent of the local time or pole sampled. The CPS/BPR
boundaries for electrons and ions are in good agreement. 24. . .......

The poleward boundary of the BPR moved strongly pole- BPR WIDTH x F6
ward in these passes. For the F6 passes, the BPR/PC 20 MORNING a FT
boundary on both the eveningside and morningside of the o HILAT
oval moved from -77' to 820. For the first F7 pass, the
BPR/PC boundary on the morningside (eveningside) was 9 IS X
at a latitude of 75.00 (78.40). For the second F7 pass, the - X

baseline level of electron and ion precipitation never drops 12
to the level of the polar rain. We interpret this as the BPR o
having extended on both the morningside and the evening- 8 x
side of the oval up to the maximum latitude traversed by the X
satellite. -87.1'. If the PC region contracted symmetrically
with respect to the magnetic pole, this implies almost no 4

PC region was present. Alternately, if the PC region con-
tracted in a highly asymmetric manner, then it was probably 0
confined to the early morning sector. 24 EVENING

We summarize these boundary variations by plotting in
Figures 10 and 11 the variation in the width of the CPS and 20
BPR respectively before, during, and after the polar cap arc
period. The only effort to remove any local time effect has I6
been to plot the morning and evening widths separately. On
the morningside the CPS width was initially 18', decreased A

to a minimum of 70, and then recovered slightly. On the _ 12
eveningside the decrease was much steeper, from -23' to x x 0

- 12' in 30 min. Its minimum of 4' was reached just prior to X

the southward turning of the IMF, after which it recovered X 0

to approximately 100 .  4

For the BPR, the morningside width was initially -- 14'
with the BPR extending to a latitude of -85' in both poles. 0
The width first contracted to approximately 7' and then ex- 3000 6000 9000 12000 15000 18000 21000
panded to a maximum of -20' just prior to the southward UT
turning. For INIF southward, the widths contracted sharply. (Secons)

The evening variation is much clearer. No BPR was ob- Fig. 11. Width of the boundary plasma region (BPR) region ira-
served at the beginning or end of the interval; i.e.. for these versed by F6, F7 and HILAT in the morning and evening sectors.
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0312 0318 0324 0330
Plate 3 [Rich et al.]. DMSP F7 0308-0322 UT: Same format as Plate 2. The boundaries between the four NBZ
current sheets or regions are indicated with vertical lines and the regions are denoted with roman numerals. The
color version of this figure can be found in the separate color section in this issue.

the entire polar region traversed by the DMSP F7 satellite. Particle characteristics during the NBZ passes: In this
Since there were no noticeable auroral oval currents, we se- section we examine the electron and ion spectral charac-
lected the beginning of region I where the ABz component teristics in the NBZ curient regions. We first note the high
first deviated from the baseline, 0312 UT (-60.5' CGL and variability in the intensity of the electron precipitation. Dur-
21.0 hours MLT). The next three boundaries were chosen at ing the second NBZ pass of DMSP F7 (Figure 9), the elec-
the reversals of the slope of AB, - 0319:00 hours (11940 s) tron number flux in the BPR varied from -3X 107 to --1010

UT, 0321:20 hours (12080 s) UT and 0324:15 hours (12255 electrons/cm 2 s sr and the integral energy flux from -107
s) UT. The last boundary was chosen where the AB, corn- to -7X 109 kev/cm 2 s sr (1.6 X 10 - 2 to 11.3 ergs/cm 2 s sr).
ponent returns to the baseline: 0324:40 hours (12280 s) UT. Variations by a factor of 5 in both the integral number flux
The color spectrogram shows that large fluxes of electrons and integral energy flux occurred on time scales down to 2
and ions populate all of the current regions. The detailed s. Across the entire region, there were numerous enhance-
characteristics of these particles are given in the next sec- ments that exceeded 3 X 108 keV/cm 2 s sr. Hardy et al.
tion. [19821 have shown that enhancement at this level will pro-

In Figure 12 the AB vectors for the two NBZ passes are duce visual features in the DMSP imagery. No DMSP image
shown at 12-s intervals in magnetic coordinates along the is available from this pass since the south pole at this time
satellite trajectory passes. For the first pass. the magni- was in sunlight. Nonetheless, these enhancements suggest
tude of the AB vector goes nearly to zero as the vector the presence of as many as 15 Sun-aligned arcs across the
reverses direction from sunward to antisunward at the pole- cap.
ward boundary of the nightside auroral zone. This is the In several cases, the particle enhancements are associated
typical signature of a quasi-infinitely long current sheet. By with small-scale upward currents from Sun-aligned current
contrast the vectors at high latitudes on the dayside for both sheets, as would be expected for polar cap arcs. In other
passes do not abruptly change direction or magnitude be- cases, the indication of an associated upward current is am-
tween the NBZ current regions. Rather the vector rotates biguous. In these cases, significant spatial and temporal
from one orientation to the next with minor changes in mag- gradients of the field-aligned currents probably affect the
nitude. This rotation indicates that the width is comparable magnetogram signature.
to the length of current regions II and III. We estimate the Despite the high variability of the electrons, detailed ex-
ratio of the length to width of the polar current region to amination of the electron spectra shows that there were only
be 1 to 7 or less, and thus the infinite current sheet ap- two types of electron precipitation present. The two types
proximation is not an accurate description of these current are illustrated in Figures 13 and 14 where, in each, the log-
regions. arithmn of the distribution function of the electrons at five
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Fig. 12, Horizontal components of DMSP F7 magnetic field deflections during the southern hemisphere passes
shown as vectors on a polar projection in geomagnetic coordinates. The base of each vectors is placed at the
satellite location.

points across the cap is plotted versus energy on a linear In Figure 13, the electron spectra, at energies of 70 eV
scale. The electron distributions were chosen such that there or less, display a weak peak that we associate with a small-
is at least one representative distribution from each of the magnitude, field-aligned potential acting on the particles.
four current regions. In Figure 13, the spectra were exterior For energies greater than this peak up to approximately 1
to any of the structured enhancements within the pass, i.e., keV, the distribution function is well approximated by a
when the electron flux was close to the baseline level of ap- straight line indicating a thermal electron distribution. For
proximately 3 x 107 electrons/cm 2 s sr observed across the energies greater than 1 keV there are indications of a weak
high-latitude region. In Fig. 14, the spectra were interior to high-energy tail to the distribution. Straight lines in the
the enhancements. The spectra were obtained at latitudes figures show the results of a linear regression fit to the data
as high as 85.10. from the peak to approximately 1 keV. The derived pa-
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Fig. 13. Distribution functions for selected electron spectra observed in the NBZ current regions. These spectra
are from a BPR electron population without acceleration.
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Fi.14. Distribution functions for selected electron spectra observed in the NBZ current regions. These spectra
are from a BPR electron population with an acceleration.

rameters are listed next to each spectrum. The density was electrons extended up to a latitude of at least -87.1; the
determined by shifting the distribution function in energy highest latitude observed. The temperature and density of
by the level of the field-aligned potential inferred from the these electrons were well above the average level of the polar
spectrum. The temperatures from the five distributions are rain and were consistent with the electron characteristics in
similar, ranging from 127 to 187 eV, with densities from 0.31 the boundary plasma region. The high degree of structure
to 2.15/cm . These values are significantly greater than the across the pass arose from the acceleration and slight heat-
average temperature of the polar rain of 80 eV and the mean ing of these electrons by temporally and/or spatially varying
density of the polar rain of 0.055/cm3 [Riehi and Hardy, field-aligned potentials. The observation of such cold elec-
1986]. Also, the temperature is significantly less than typi- trons in the polar cap and their association with Sun-aligned
cal plasma sheet spectra, while the density is slightly less. arcs has been previously reported [Burke et al, 1982; Hardy

The large degree of structure in the electrons results from et al., 1982].
spatially and/or temporally varying regions of field-aligned As for the precipitating electrons, the ions displayed simi-
acceleration across the high-latitude region. The level of lar spectral characteristics throughout the BPR for this pass.
the fluctuations results primarily from the magnitude of the Representative spectra from each of the four NBZ current
field-aligned potential and not from major changes in the regions are plotted in Figures 15 through 18 where they
parent population experiencing the acceleration. This is have been chi-square fit to a series of flowing and nonflowing
shown in Figure 14. All the spectra in the figure exhibit Maxwellian distributions. The figures illustrate that the ion
a peak at energies ranging from approximately 460 to 2100 spectrum was typically peaked at energies from 100 eV to 3
eV. As in Figure 13, we interpret these peaks as the result keV. For energies near the peak the shape of the ion spec-
of field-aligned potentials. A linear regression was performed trum is consistent with a flowing (Vb = 200 to 600 km/s),
on the points beyond the peak to determine the tempera- cool (kT = 30 eV to 400 eV) and relatively low-density (10-2
ture and number density of the unaccelerated electrons. For to 10 - 3 ions/cm3 ) ion population. At energies well above
energies well above the peak there are indications of a high- the peak the spectrum most often exhibited a high-energy
energy tail. These points were not included in the fit. The tail. This tail is reasonably fitted to a thermal distribution
derived number densities range from 0.37/cm 3 to 3.84/cm3  (kT = 1 to 4 keV) with relatively high number densities
with all but one of the examples less than 1.0/cm 3 . The tem- compared to the low-energy flowing component (n = 0.1I to
peratures range from 142 to 251 eV. The densities agree 1.0 ions/cm3 ). The high-energy tail thus carried the major-
closely with those in Figure 13, while the temperatures are ity of the number and energy density of the precipitating
somewhat higher. The slightly higher temperatures may re- ions. In a minority of the spectra instead of a high energy
flect heating of the electrons in the acceleration process [Lin tail there was a secondary peak consistent with a second.
and Hoffman, 1982]. higher-velocity, flowing ion population. The above charac-

The general picture derived from the electron measure teristics are similar to those reported for magnetosheath and
ments is that, during the NBZ passes through the BPR, boundary layer ions and are inconsistent with a plasma sheet
a fairly homogeneous region of cold and moderately dense origin for these particles [Eastman et aL, 1985].
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Fig. 15. Selected ion spectra observed in the current region I marked in Plate 3.

The one exception to this general behavior is seen in cur- hotter thermal population or a secondary peak consistent
rent region IV (Figure 18) where the ion spectrum at low with a flowing ion population. The fit characteristics for the
energies is fit to a thermal maxwellian (kT = 500 to 1000 ions in current region IV alone are consistent with a possible
eV; n = 0.5 to 1.5 ions/cm3 ). At higher energies the spec- plasma sheet source.

trum had either a high-energy tail consistent with a second Despite the overall similarity of the ion spectral character-
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Fig. 16. Selected ion spectra observed in the current region 11 marked in Plate 3.
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inferred bulk velocity of the ions. ponent was positive or whenever the A~BZ component was

This dispersion can be seen in the fitted spectra. Start- negative and the A~Bv component was positive and greater
ing at approximately the equatorward boundary of current in magnitude than the ABz component. Referring to Plate
region 11 the inferred bulk velocity increased, reaching a 3 one can see that the AiB vector first had a sunward compo-
maximum of approximately 575 km/s. For some of the nen approximately coincident with the boundary of current

specra oththepeakintnsiy ad te with f te sec- region II and that it retained a sunward component well into
trumtanoth bth e fitesiultandeol bydt af simpe flow- curretrgo III. This region of a sunward component of

trumcanot bth e ft siultneouly y asimpe fow-the AB vector was coincident with the region in which were
ing maxwellian. For these cases we fit to the peak, which observed the increase in peak intensity and the velocity dis-

tends to underestimate both the temperature and the num- persions. For the south pole the AB vector is in the same
ber density. From 11964 to 11996 s UT, the ion peak shifted direction as the convective plasma drift such that the dis-
to lower energies reflecting a dispersion with increasing lati-pesoswrcnfedothrginfsu adcnvto.

tudein he nferedbul veocit frm vlue of575km/ to Such velocity dispersions can have several sources. First
300 km/s. The smallest bulk velocity was observed approxi-. they can result from an impulsive injection at a distant point
mately coincident with the reversal in the sign of the AZ along the field line, in which case the dispersion reflects the

component. Between 11996 and 12010 . UT the location of difference in transit time for ions of different energies from
the peak in the ion spectrum fluctuated in the energy range the injection point to the point of observation. Second, they
from 300 eV to 1 keV before stabilizing at 600 eV. Start- can arise due to a velocity filter effect of the convection
ing at 12014 s UT a second peak begins to be noticeable electric field. For a spatially confined source region, ions
at energies of approximately 3 keV with the intensity of the with lower energies will be observed at greater cross-field
second peak quickly exceeding that of the lower-energy peak distances from the source region since they will have longer

(spectrum D, Figure 16). transit times along the magnetic field from the source region,

Such double peaked spectra occurred continuously from which in turn allows them to be convected a longer distance
12014 to 12064 s UT in current region II. In this interval across the field lines. Lastly, the dispersion could result from
the low-energy peak shifted to "-1 keV while the high-energy a combination of the two. Which of these processes leads
peak shifted downward in energy to -, keV. The shift in to the dispersion observed cannot be determined using data
the high energy peak again reflects a dispersion in the in- from a single satellite. Despite this we can say, at least, that
ferred bulk velocity. No consistent ratio in the inferred bulk the process populating the sunward convecting field lines
velocities for the two ion populations was maintained. Af- with magnetosheath-type ions differs significantly from the
ter 1206,, s UT only a single peaked spectrum was observed process operating on the antisunward convecting field lines.
with either the suggestion of a weak peak at higher energies This point will be considered in the discussion section.

-- 10i, ma am KT 420,Vi imI
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Fig. 18. Selected ion spectra observed in the current region IV marked in Plate 3.

3.3. Summary of Observations were current regions. In the northern (winter) polar region,

During a period when the solar wind plasma was hot- an irregular distribution of large field-aligned currents was

ter, denser and faster flowing than normal, the interplane- observed that is inconsistent with the expected NBZ pat-

tary magnetic field turned strongly northward near 0000 UT terns. Their location did not correlate with the CPS/BPR
on February 8, 1986 and remained strongly northward un- or BPR/PC boundaries.

til 0406 UT. The observations from the DMSP and HILAT The precipitating electrons within the BPR in the south-
satellites in low polar orbit indicate a reconfiguration of the ern hemisphere, where the NBZ currents were observed, had
magnetosphere similar to, but stronger than, other reported a single source population of relatively cool, high-density
periods of northward IMF. electrons. Variations in electron spectra were primarily

While the IMF B. was strongly positive, the equator- due to field-aligned potentials related to small-scale current
ward boundary of CPS electron precipitation and the pole- sheets and polar cap arcs. A detailed inspection of the data
ward boundary of BPR electron precipitation both moved shows that in three of the four current regions, thc source
strongly poleward. The boundary between the CPS and populations of the ions had BPR characteristics. There were
BPR electrons did not move significantly. This resulted in typically two components: a low-energy component of flow-
the shrinking of the region of CPS electrons and the growth ing ions and a higher-energy, more thermal population that
of the region of BPR electrons. The shrinking of the elec- carried most of the ion number and energy density flux. The
tron CPS region was coincident with the disappearance of ion population with the fastest flow was found in current
the auroral zone region 1/2 currents, and the expansion of region II, which was a downward current region. Velocity
the BPR occurred simultaneously with the appearance of dispersions were observed across the region of sunward con-
the NBZ current system in the southern (summer) polar re- vection. The ions in current region IV, the one closest to
gion. The NBZ currents appear to have expanded from the the dayside and morningside, had characteristics consistent
dayside toward the nightside and were entirely embedded with a CPS origin. The apparently different origin of the
in the BPR. The NBZ currents were not current sheets in ions and electrons in region IV is a fact that must be ex-
the sense of the "infinite current sheet approximation," but plained by considering the different mobilities and by con-
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sidering the dynamics and structure of tile magnetospheric searchers hive hypothesized that the central plasma sheet
boundary region. is the source for the particles in the theta aurora [(Erank et

4. DISCUSSION al., 1982; 1986, PetCrson and Shelley, 19841. This has led
to theories in which the tail lobe is bifurcated by a chan-

In the preceding sections, we have analyzed in detail the nel of closed field lines populated by central plasma sheet
characteristics of the precipitating particles and magnetic particles. For the event studied here, the particle charac-
field at high latitudes and low altitudes for a period of IMF teristics do not support the idea of tile sunward convection
Bz strongly positive (luring the geomagnetic storn of Febro- zone being associated with the plasma sheet. Rather the
ary 7-10, 1986. In this section we will discuss the following uniformly cold electron spectrum and the implied flow in
aspects of this characterization: (1) With the sharp north- the ions is more consistent with a thickening of the dayside
ward turning of the IMF, there was a marked poleward ex- boundary regions in the magnetosphere. In particular, we
pansion of the boundary plasnia region (BPR) such that note no major variation in the precipitating electron par-
the poleward boundary of the BPR eventually reached close ticle characteristics in regions of sunward and antisunward
to the geomagnetic pole. (2) In both hemispheres the re- convection, and nowhere in the high-latitude portion did we
gion 1 / region 2 current system (lied out, and in the sunlit observe an electron or ion spectrum that would indicate a
south pole an NBZ current system was observed, embedded central plasma sheet origin. We also note that within both
in the expanded BPR. (3) At latitudes above the CPS/BPR the sunward and antisunward convection zones populated by
boundary. bright Sun-aligned arcs occurred in both the BPR BPR particles there were numerous acceleration regions that
and in regions where the electron and ion fluxes were at a we associate with Sun-aligned, trans-polar-cap arcs. These
baseline level normally associated with the polar rain. The arcs all occurred on spatial scales much smaller than the
characteristics of the electrons and ions in the arcs in the regions of sunward and anti-sunward convections and there
two regions were the same. Nowhere in the region above the is no variation in the characteristics of these acceleration
CPS/BPR boundary were there hot electrons or ions with regions in the sunward and anti-sunward convection zones.
characteristics of the central plasma sheet. (4) While the This association of the arcs with magnetosheath-type parti-
data indicate sunward convection at very high latitudes in cles is consistent with the work of Burke et al. 1982] and
association with the NBZ system, there is no evidence for Hardy et al. [1982]. Such an expansion of the BPR is also
a multicell convection pattern or bifurcation of the geomag- consistent with work of Makita and Meng [1984] where they
netic tail. (5) The difference in the field-aligned current and showed that generally a significant thickening of the BPR
convection pattern between the two hemispheres seems to
be more fundamental than a difference in summer/winter occurs in response to a northward IMF Bz component.
conductivity levels. Observations of sunward convection at very high latitude

To our knowledge this is the first report where the charac- have led to models of three and four convection cells in the
teristics of the particle precipitation have been determined ionospheric/magnetospheric system [e.g.. Reiff and Burch.
throughout the NBZ current system. In previous work, 1985: Heelis et al.. 19861. These researchers propose that
where only the magnetic field was measured. the authors the central cell(s) map to open field lines in the magnetotail
have either implied or explicitly stated that much of the lobes which merge on the dayside with the IMF. This merg-
NBZ current system lies at latitudes poleward of the lati- ing produces sunward convection in the central polar cap
tudinally continuous region of auroral precipitation [lijima and lobe region. In such a model there is little or no merging
et al.. 1984; lijima and Shibaji, 1987; Bythrow et al., 1985], of closed field lines with the IMF. The equatorward cells in
i.e., above the CPS and BPR. We have shown, however, at the multicell model map to closed field lines driven by 'vis-
least for this one case that the NBZ occurrence corresponds cous" interactions in the boundary layer. For this ca c the
instead with an increase in the width and poleward extent level of precipitating flux in the sunward convecting region
of the BPR. at very high latitudes would be at a minimum since most of

The collocation of much of the NBZ current system with the magnetosheath plasna injected onto the open geonag-
the expanded BPR has important implications as to the pro- netic field line during the merging would be convected into
cesses generating these currents. In particular, it ties the the field lines of the distant niagnetotail. The result would
current generation to processes taking place in the bound- be that the sunward-convecting, open flux tubes would con-
ary regions of the magnetosphere. Since the prominent tain few partcles. For the case we presented here this is
NBZ pattern is seen to the dayside of the high-latitude clearly not the case. The antisunward convection region of
ionosphere/magnetosphere. this implies that the NBZ sys- the "viscous" cell maps to the low-latitude boundary layer.
temn maps to the low-latitude boundary layer and/or the The particle data for this region clearly show BPR plasma,
cusp/cleft. This association is clearly supported by the fact but, since the potential across the "viscous" region cannot
that the electron and ion populations in the BPR uniformly exceed a few kilovolts, it seems improbable for the "vis-
have magnetosheathlike characteristics. We attribute tile cons" region to be the source of the wide convection region
observed variation in ion spectral characteristics to veloc- observed in the evening leg of the "'W" pattern observed in
ity filter effects operating on the ion distribution between the 0308 UT pass of F7. (The electric field in the boundary
its source in the boundary region and its detection at low layer is estimated from measured parameters; if the bound-
altitudes. ary layer thickness is a few ion gyroradii or less, then the

Ii regions with weak gradients in the ionospheric conduc- "viscous" potential is 5 kV or less.)

tivity, such as the summer polar ionosphere, AB is propor- Since the characteristics of this event do not support ei-
tional to and parallel (for southern hemisphere) or antipar- ther a "bifurcated tail" pattern for convection or a milticell
allel (for northern hemisphere) to the ion drift velocity or convection pattern, we are left with the question of what is
E x B. Thus we are able to state that a portion of the the convection pattern. While multicell convection patterns
NBZ current system lies in a region of sunward convection are widely suggested for northward IMF periods, they are
(see Figure 12). Bythrow et al. [19851 have associated this not universally supported. For example. Fr'is-Christensen
region of sunward co-1,ection inferred from the AB with et al. [1985]. Heppner and Maynard [1987] and Crooker
the region of sunward convection reported in the theta an- [1988] have provided data and theory to support a dis-
rora JFrank et al., 1986]. Based upon particle characteristics torted two-cell convection pattern during periods of north-
and in particular the presence of precipitating 0 some re- war(l RI F. In particular. ( rook(r I .988. 1989] has stated
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that the ionospheric/magnetospheric convection is driven by entering the high-latitude region through the open field line
merging of closed geomagnetic field lines for all orientations of tie magnetotail to trace the region of open/closed field
of the IMF. lines. They also found that the boundary between open

We examined Crooker's 11988] model to see how well it can and closed field lines change little when tie IMF became
account for our observations. In Plate 4 we show a slightly northward while the poleward boundary of thle BPR moved

modified version of the Crooker model for IMF B > 0 and poleward.
IMF By > 0. (Plate 4 is shown here in black and white. Such a model also explains the velocity dispersions ob-
The color version can be found in the separate color section served in current regions II and IIl. In Plate 4 one notes
in this issue.) In the figure we include the orbital track of that current regions II and Ill are poleward of the merging
the F7 satellite pass displaying the maxinmm NBZ current region. For ions injected and/or accelerated at the merging
marked with the location of the four current regions. In region. dispersions in the sense measured would be observed
addition, we show the extent of the various plasma regions, with increasing distance from the merging region since in
the boundary between open and closed field lines and the this case the satellite is traveling approximately parallel to
cusp location. Note that this convection pattern is similar the convection velocity vector. The multiple peaks in the
to that proposed by Heppner and Maynard [19871 for north- ion spectrum we interpret as arising from a variation in the
ward IMF although the Heppner-Maynard model predicts location of the merging region and/or from sporadic merg-
return currents which are not in our data. More impor- ing.
tantly one can see that such a pattern does reproduce the Such a model does not explain the large latitudinal ex-
4 components of the NV pattern associated with the NBZ tent of the BPR. In Plate 4 we show the BPR extending
current systen. over a wide area of open as well as closed field lines. BPR

The configuration in Plate 4 also suggests an explanation plasma should be seen primarily on field lines that map to
as to why the CPS/BPR boundary does not move signifi- the dayside of the magnetosphere where there is a signifi-
cantly during this period. As the INIF turns from southward cant component of the ion flow velocity along the magnetic
to northward, the merging zone and the boundary between field into the ionosphere. For field lines mapping into the
open and closed field lines rotate rather than immediately tail, the ion flow at the magnetopause is antisunward, and
shrinking toward the pole. If the "open/closed" boundary few electrons or ions will have sufficient energies to counter-
does not move significantly, the CPS/BPR boundary also stream into the ionosphere against the prevailing flow. We
will not move significantly. The equatorward edge of the believe it unlikely that field lines up to the geomagnetic pole
plasma sheet shrinks poleward as the electric field in the in- all map to the dayside magnetopause.
rir magnetosphere decreases in strength. and the inner edge Alternately we speculate that the large latitudinal extent
of the central plasma sheet moves outward. These findings of the BPR could be explained if there was a kink (a region
are consistent with those of Gussenhoven and Mullen [19891 of small radius of curvature) in the open field line at the
where they used MeV electrons ejected from the sun and magnetopause produced from the merging process. Such

a kink could operate to trap plasma on open field lines as

SOUTH POLE the plasma is convected from field lines connecting to the
dayside magnetopause to those field lines mapping to the

DM SP / F 7 flanks of the magnetotail. The process producing such a kink
on the field line might be similar to the "flux transfer events"
seen for periods of southward IMF [see Cowley [19821 and
references therein]. The convection patterns for northward
and southward INIF are different, but the merging process

IMF CPS on closed field lines should be similar.

The unshaded area in Plate 4 represents the region of

Bz > 0 nearly empty flux tubes within the magnetosphcee and is
1- 06 identified in the precipitating electron data as the "polar

By >  0 cap." We propose that these flux tubes are empty because
BPR the kink has straightened out enough to release the plasma,

PC the plasma on the trapped portion of the field line has been
exhausted, or these flux tubes follow a convection pattern
that never brings them to either the merging or reconnec-
tion region. We have placed the PC region so that all passes
of DMSP F6 (Figures 6 and 7) and the northern hemisphere
passes of DMSP F7 (Figure 8) will observe this region while

Plate 4. Estimated configuration of the ionospheric convection the southern hemisphere pass of DMSP F7 at - 0320 UT
pattern and its relationship to the precipitating particle regions will miss this region. In other words, we suggest that the
observed in the southern high-latitude region during the NBZ failure to observe the PC region at very high latitudes (Fig-
passes of DMSP F7. The southern polar region is shown as seen
through a "glass" earth to aid in the comparison with northern ure 9) does not imply that the PC region does not exist but
polar region diagrams. The diagonal line from lower left to upper only that it is small and asynmmetric with respect to the
right represents the path of DMSP F7 through the pattern. The magnetic pole.
diagonal lines intercepting the DMSP F7 path mark the bound- If a significant portion of the flux tubes maintain the kink
aries between regions as shown in Plate 3. The heavy, solid line at the iagnetopause until they reach the reconnection re-
represents the boundary between open and closed field lines. The gion i the niagnetotail, then a large portion of the magneto-
open circle is the ionospheric projection of the cusp. The closed tail will be filled with boundary-type plasina as we observed.
circles map to the edges of the merging region on the magneto- T o

pause. The regions of CPS and BPR precipitating electrons are
shaded and marked. The unshaded region within the open field "'polar cap arc" observerd by IMSP F6 in the PC region.

line region maps to the lobes of the geomagnetic tail. The color The arcs: which we have shown result from both an increase
version of this figure can he found in the separate color section in in fiheld-aligned energy dute to a field-aligmd potential and
this issue. a densitv enhancem ent in i lie source region. Ve specuilate
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that these flux tubes were filled with BPR plasma as they northward IMF. This implies that both the north (winter)
merged with the IMF, and due to some process, the plasma and south (summer) high-latitude ionospheres are connected
in them was not lost as quickly as plasma in adjacent flux to the same regions in the magnetosphere. However, there
tubes. Possibly these flux tubes have convected away from are distinct differences in the field-aligned currents observed
the merging region faster than adjacent flux tubes and have in the two polar ionospheres which cannot be explained by
had less time for the plasma to be lost. This requires uneven the difference in ionospheric conductivity. If the two polar
convection and/or uneven merging on the magnetopause; regions are connected to the same regions in the magneto-
two conditions which are possible. The plasma may also sphere, the manner of the connection must be different.
be held in these open flux tubes by an electrostatic barrier 3. The boundary between CPS electron precipitation

related to the electrostatic potential accelerating the elec- and BPR electron precipitation is not as significantly af-
trons. fected by the northward turning of the IMF as the equa-

We also noted that the observed field-aligned currents in torward boundary. This may indicate that the boundary
the northern hemisphere differed from the NBZ current sys- between open and closed field lines changes slowly such that
tem in the southern hemisphere. Bythrow et al. [19851 have much of the BPR electron precipitation observed while the
suggested that the difference is entirely due to a difference IMF was northward was observed in regions of open field
in conductivities. They have argued that low ionospheric lines.
conductivity in the dark hemisphere cause an irregular pat- 4. The source region for the NBZ currents observed on
tern of currents for scale sizes less than 600 km (40 s of February 8, 1986 was in the boundary plasma region, not the
DMSP flight time), while the NBZ system is maintained at polar cap or plasma sheet. This indicates that a bifurcation
longer scale lengths. If this suggestion held, we would find of the tail did not occur.
a region of sunward convection (and antisunward AB) near 5. Polar cap arcs are observed both in the BPR and the
the center of the cap with antisunward convection (and sun- PC precipitating electron regions. The polar cap arcs are
ward AB) on the dusk and dawn sides of the cap. We do not directly related to the NBZ currents nor to boundaries
not see the signature of NBZ current and convection pattern between BPR and polar cap region. There is no evidence
in the northern hemisphere pass (Figure 8) at these longer that the source of the polar cap arc is an intrusion of CPS
scale lengths even if we compensate for the difference in con- plasma into very high latitudes.
ductivity. Overall, the sheet current strengths (amperes per 6. Plasma flow vectors inferred from the magnetic field
meter) are smaller in the northern hemisphere than the sum- data better fit a distorted two cell convection pattern than
mer hemisphere by a ratio similar to the solar UV induced a multicell pattern. We propose that the power for the
conductivity ratio. This implies that the large-scale electric ionosphere/magnetosphere activity during northward IMF
field has approximately the same magnitude in both hemi- comes from merging with closed field lines, and not from
spheres. We also note that the most irregular field-aligned merging of open field lines.
currents are found in the twilight zone between 0223 and 7. There is a growth time for the expansion of the region
0225 UT. Thus the small-scale irregularities may be related of the NBZ currents and the increase in strength. The decay
to the ionospheric conductivity gradient. time for the NBZ currents after the IMF turns southward is

The configuration shown in Plate 4 provides a partial ex- much shorter than the growth time.
planation for the difference in current patterns between the
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Plate 1 'Rich et al.j. False color reproduction of DMSP F6 white light imagery data obtained during the 0320-
0341 UT pass through the northern (winter) high-latitude region. Numerous Sun-aligned, polar cap arcs are visible

at very high latitudes. The satellite passed from left to right, and the imager scan lines are from the bottom to
the top of the figure. The nadir look position has been marked with reverse color. Five visible arcs related to the
electron flux enhancements marked in Figure 7 are labeled on the edge of the image with letters A through E.
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Plate 2 )R:ch et aLI DMSP F7 0127-0152 UT: Horizontal components of magnetic deflection (bottom panel)
and spectrogram (top and iddle panels) showing the distribution of electron and ion flux (color coded) versus
energy (vertical axis) versus time (horizontal axis) The boundaries for the CPS, 13P1. and PC regions of particle
precipitation are indicated with vertical lines. The partial NBZ current (0140-0143 UT) occurred entirely within
the BPR.
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Plate 3 [Rich et alYj DMSP F7 03308-0-'22 UT: Same format a-, Plate 2. The boundaries between the four NBZ
current sheets or regions are indicated 'siti vertical lines and the regions are denoted with romn numerals.
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Plat, -1 Rirh et 21 Estimiated configuration of the ionospheric convection pattern and its relationship to the
precipitating piarticle regions observed in the southern igh-latitude region (luring the NBZ passes of DNISP F7.
Thle .outie, ii polar region is shown as seen through a "glass" earth to aid in the comparison with northern polar
region di sgr srti The diagonal line froni lower left to tipper right represents the path of DMISP F7 through the
pattern File diagonal lines intercepting the DNISP FT path mark the boundaries bietween regions as shown iii
Plate 3I 'le heaivy, solid line represents the boundarY between open and closed field lines The open circle is the
,~ionopv;)le'I c o or thle cusp The closed circles niap to tle edges of tilie merging region on tile turiagnetopa ise
'I lie r gliois if C PS arid 13Phi precipitating electrons are shaded aiii itarked, The inshadeid regioni wit hilli the
open fil l ie regi ,ii miaps to the lobes of the geoniagiietic, tail


